Let M"c5°+I(l) be a compact embedded minimal hypersurface in the sphere (n > 3), and a the square of the length of the second fundamental form of M" . Suppose M" has nonnegative Ricci curvature. Then there is a constant A(n), depending only on n , such that if ||cr||n/2 < ^(") > tnen M" must be totally geodesic. Here ||(t||k = (/ aK)ilK . It is related to the results of J. Simons [6] and S. T. Yau [9] about the minimal hypersurfaces in the sphere. For the case n = 2 , we also have a similar discussion.
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As it is known to all, J. Simons [6] has proved that if a, the square of the length of the second fundamental form of compact minimal submanifold M" in the sphere S"+1(l), satisfies 0 < a < n , then M" must be totally geodesic. S. T. Yau [9] also investigated the similar problem, and has proved that if the compact minimal submanifold M" in sphere S"+ (1) has positive sectional curvature, then M" must be totally geodesic. In this paper, we try to improve these results. In J. Simons' theorem, the condition 0 < a < n must be pointwise satisfied. We try to replace this pointwise assumption by an integral expression of a, and replace the condition of positive sectional curvature of M in Yau's theorem by the nonnegative Ricci curvature of Mn. Therefore we obtain the following global pinching theorems of minimal hypersurfaces in the sphere. Theorem 1. Let M" (n > 3) be a compact embedded minimal hypersurface of sphere S"+ (1). Suppose M" has nonnegative Ricci curvature. Let a be the square of the length of the second fundamental form of M. Then there is a constant A(n) depending only on n (see (27) below), such that if \\o\\n/2 < A(n), then a = 0, i.e., Mn must be totally geodesic. Here Theorem 2. Let M be a compact embedded minimal surface with genus g in sphere S ( I ). Suppose M has nonnegative Gauss curvature. Let o be the square of the length of the second fundamental form of M. Then there is a constant A = l/(69l2y/2n(g + 1)), such that if \\a\\2 < A, we have a = 0, i.e., M must be totally geodesic (this time, g must be zero).
Proof of Theorems I and 2.
1. We use the method of moving frame. Let {ex , ... ,en) be an orthonormal base of M" c S"+1 ( 1 ), and let h¡¡ (i ,j = I , ... ,n) be the second fundamental form of M" , o the square of the length of h¡¡, i.e., -ti
We denote the covariant derivatives of h¡ by hiJk , hi]kl, ... , etc. According to J. Simons [6] , we can compute the Laplacian of a and obtain that (1) -Act = ¡£ h2jk + no -o1.
Using the Schwarz inequality, we have
Integrating both sides of (3), we obtain that (4) 0 > | grad \fä\ + n / a -/ a .
From (5), (6), we have
From (4), (9), we obtain that
5. If we suppose 
and when « = 2, we take a constant Then, Theorems 1 and 2 can be proved. But it is a pity that the isoperimetric constant C, and volume vol M are all dependent on the geometrical properties of M . So we want to find the positive lower bounds of isoperimetric constant and volume of minimal hypersurface M" which satisfies the conditions of this theorem. Only this way can we find the constants A(n) and A which are needed in this theorem. 8. At first, we want to find the lower bound of vol M. According to D. Hoffman and J. Spruck [4] , the volume of any compact minimal hypersurface M" in sphere S"+1(l) satisfies In this theorem we have assumed that M has nonnegative Ricci curvature, so we can take K = 0. Again, using (20), we obtain that 
Therefore, from (22), we obtain the positive lower bound of CX(M)
11. When n > 3 , from (18), (26), we can take
12. When n = 2, from (19), we know that it is necessary to estimate the upper bound of the volume vol M of M .
Since M is a Riemann surface with genus g, according to Yang and Yau [7] , we know that vol M of compact Riemann surface M with genus g will satisfy ÀX(M)-volM <8n(g+ 1). Because A, (M) > 1 , from H. I. Choi and A. N. Wang [2] , we have (28) volA/<87i(g + l).
Therefore from (19), (26), (28), we can take
Remarks. I. Constants A(n), A in Theorems 1 and 2 are not the best constants. 2. In the higher codimensional case we can reach the step similar to expression (23). But because of the lack of the lower bound estimate of A, (M) (something like Choi and Wang's estimate), we cannot get the final conclusion. If the positive lower bound of A,(M) for the higher dimensional case can be estimated, we can then get the similar theorem about global pinching.
3. In this paper we put the assumption of Ricci > 0 for M. It is equivalent to the condition that p < n -1, where p is the biggest eigenvalue of h\, ', and h), = hjkhkJ is the square tensor of the second fundamental form of M" . The object of adding this condition is to obtain the positive lower bound of the isoperimetric constant.
A very interesting and unsolved problem is whether there is a positive lower bound of the isoperimetric constant for any compact minimal hypersurfaces of sphere and how to estimate this positive lower bound.
4. We can take the similar discussion for the compact complex submanifolds
Mn in CPn+p(l). We can reach the step similar to expression (23). If we can get the lower bound estimate of lx(M) (something like Choi and Wang's estimate), then we can obtain the corresponding global pinching theorem in the complex case.
